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Introduction
This exemplar material serves as a general guide. It provides the following benefits to a teacher:


Gives teachers an appreciation of the variety of work that can be produced for this unit



Shows how the mark scheme has been applied by a senior assessor

It is important to make the point that the teacher support materials play a secondary role to the
Specification itself. The Specification is the document on which assessment is based and specifies
what content and skills need to be covered in delivering the course. At all times, therefore, this
teacher support should be read in conjunction with the Specification. If clarification on a particular
point is sought then that clarification should be found in the Specification itself.
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Moderator’s Commentary: Candidate A
G048: Working to a brief
Total mark for portfolio: 37 (Max. 50)
The candidate has completed work in response to brief 5 from 2010 which required them to create
a website for an organisation called ‘My Fellow Europeans’ to inform young people between 11
and 16 years of age of the culinary traditions of three European countries.

Task a
The candidate has produced a current working practice report that is based on research into two
already existing websites. This research has highlighted a long list of issues of which account
needs be taken when the candidate comes to create the product. The candidate has also
considered some more general, theoretical, considerations that underpin website design and
implementation, such as the need to keep file size to a minimum. However, there is little evidence
of the analysis used to identify these issues, so mark band 2 is best fit. To achieve mark band 3
the candidate would need to include more detailed analysis of strengths and weaknesses.
Mark Band 2

Mark Awarded: 2 (Max. 3)

Task b(i)
The candidate has produced two formal plans for the completion of the product, a Gantt chart and
a PERT chart. Mind maps have been included with the submission, but these are not considered
a formal planning technique.
Mark Band 3

Mark Awarded: 3 (Max. 3)

Task b (ii)
The candidate has planned the task in some detail. Both plans are broken down into irregular and
detailed time slots (as opposed to set weekly blocks, for example). However, whilst the plan
covers more tasks than required (the plan starts from before the completion of the current working
practice report and finishes after the completion of the evaluative reports, rather than just covering
the design, implementation and testing of the website), the detail in the plan itself is only sufficient
for mark band 2. This is because the candidate has allowed time to plan the site and then
implement the planning by creating individual pages, e.g. create home page, create pages for
countries. Whilst this is fairly detailed, the candidate could have developed this further by allowing
time to create individual aspects of each of the web pages, such as graphics and text for example.
Mark Band 2
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Task c (i)
The candidate has produced a diary that shows that ICT skills have been both developed and
extended during the lifetime of the project. The candidate has also shown that they have used a
good deal of initiative in learning and developing these ICT skills.
This piece of work should be seen as representing the very minimum of acceptable performance
here. Whilst it is clear that the candidate has shown initiative, this element does not guarantee that
marks from mark band 3 are relevant. The scaffolding work – the work that earns mark band 1 and
mark band 2 – is only just sufficient, in that the diary implies that new ICT skills have been learnt or
developed, but this is not explicit. In this case, headings and other comments provide supporting
evidence but it would be preferable if candidates were to deal with “ICT Skills learned” and “ICT
Skills developed” as separate entries within the diary.
Mark Band 3

Mark Awarded: 5 (Max. 5)

Task c (ii)
This task focuses on three marking area. These are the use of informal techniques, the use of
formal techniques and an indication that the candidate is aware that the quality of their work will
affect either the end user or others with whom they have contact during the lifetime of the project.
Candidates should be encouraged to cover all three strands of this marking theme in equal
measure.
The candidate has shown a good awareness throughout the diary. There are comments about the
need to keep designs consistent (14/02/10) and the need to redesign work so as to add
improvements (21/02/10), for example. The candidate has also referenced meetings with the client
(a good example of formal methods of dealing with issues). References to informal methods, such
as working with the Teacher or classroom colleagues are also included throughout the work.
Overall, there is sufficient of all three strands to justify the award of full marks here.
Mark Band 3

Mark Awarded: 3 (Max. 3)

Task c (iii)
As with the previous task, this task requires candidates to cover a number of different strands. The
candidate is first expected to show that they have dealt with issues that have arisen during the
lifetime of the project. It is for the Centre to decide whether these are simple day-to-day issues or
more complex day-to-day issues. As an example, where a candidate deals with simple problems,
such as the printer running out of paper or ink, this is very much a day-to-day issue. There are a
wide range of more complex issues, ranging from dealing with problems with advanced tools within
software (such as making sure that scripting works, for example, when working with multimedia
software), through to issues to do with the nature of the work, such as having to deal with peers or
other adults. However, again, the Centre needs to be aware of the need for a degree of reality
here. Many candidates claim to have dealt with small fracas between peers, but either give little
indication of how they dealt with the issue, or simply indicate that they told their colleagues to “get
on with the work”. This is not a complex problem and falls within the day-to-day experience of
most students. However, where they have had to carry out a more complex intervention, then this
may be considered complex. Clearly, dealing with adults, especially those outside of their School
or College, is going to represent a complex challenge to students. It is incumbent upon the
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candidate to give a clear statement about any issues that may have arisen, in order to support any
marks awarded for this task.
Having given a clear description of the issue, the candidate must then show how they have dealt
with it, and given some justification of the actions they have taken. For mark band 3, the candidate
should have shown that they have taken action to stop such issues arising again.
It is conceivably possible for a candidate to be so well organised that they avoid any issues and
deal with potential problems before they arise. It is, therefore, acceptable for candidates to support
a claim for a mark from mark band 3 in such cases by including clear justification for all action
taken in their diaries. Where the Centre feels this to be the case, they should indicate that this is
their decision on the URS form and then award marks from mark band 3 as justified by the work.
In the present case, the candidate has been faced with issues that are more complex. Therefore,
a mark from mark band 3 would appear to be justified. There is also a degree of justification of the
actions taken. As an example, consider the second entry for 23/03/10. The candidate has
described what happened and how the issue was dealt with. The response is justified within what
has been written – the justification does not, therefore, have to be a separate item within the diary
(although it could be). This justification would support a mark from mark band 2 or mark band 3
but, in conjunction with the previous decision for this task, mark band 3 seems more justified.
Finally, there is a degree to which the candidate has shown that action has been taken to avoid the
repetition of issues in the future. The example of 23/03/10 is a good example. However, this is not
a strong element within the work and most definitely could be improved.
Therefore, all three strands from within this task are present here to mark band 3 level. Due to the
relative lack of avoidance of future issues, a mark from the bottom end of mark band 3 is most
suitable.
Mark Band 3

Mark Awarded: 6 (Max. 8)

Task d
The candidate has produced a report that would score well if it were submitted as part of unit
G040, and has evidenced the skills that have been developed during this unit and the completion
of the associated unit (web design).
Across the support materials, the candidate has produced a document that is well laid out and
includes some automation. This aspect covers the “other units” aspect of this task. The technical
instructions within the materials are good and show that the candidate is able to explain issues
clearly, as well as having a good grasp of web design and implementation. There is some small
room for improvement. The report, for example, could include further automation, such as the
inclusion of a footer with further details added. The actual overall presentation could also be
slightly improved; with maybe some further thought give to the layout of each page. The evidence
is sufficient for mark band 3 but the lower of the two marks.
Mark Band 3

Mark Awarded: 4 (Max. 5)

Task e
The candidate has evaluated their planning and included a discussion of most aspects of the work.
The report covers the use of planning techniques, as well as some discussion of the initial research
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that went into writing the Current Working Practice report. It is good to see the discussion of initial
designs, which, realistically, must be seen as a key part of the planning process.
Overall, however, the candidate has neglected to discuss all issues that could be discussed.
Primary amongst the missing sections is the discussion of how timings were identified. Ideally, this
would lead on from the report into Current Working Practice.
The candidate has suggested some improvements were they to complete a similar task in the
future.
In order to improve this task, the candidate should cover the wide range of issues that are
concerned with planning. They should also conclude this analysis by highlighting clear
improvements to this process. Whilst the mark for this report is not based on a raw count of pages
or words included, it is worth stating that both this report and that for task f are relatively short. It is
anticipated that for mark band 3, these reports will represent fairly substantial pieces of work.
Mark Band 2

Mark Awarded: 3 (Max. 6)

Task f
Task f is similar in feel to task e and suffers from the same lack of breadth. Whilst the analysis is
clear and concise, there are other issues that need to be addressed, such as the ability to work with
others, take advice or negotiate a solution to conflict. From the diary, it is clear that the candidate
has had to restructure the team within which they initially worked. This could have led to some well
informed discussion within this section, but the chance was missed.
It is worth stressing that candidates may actually decide that their approach to the implementation
of their product (or, indeed, planning in the previous section), was not as good as it could have
been. Marks for this task are based upon the quality, rather than the results, of the candidate’s
analysis.
Mark Band 2

Mark Awarded: 3 (Max. 6)

Task g
This is a short, but well focussed report that solely relies upon the impressions of others in order to
come to a conclusion about the overall quality of the work. The candidate begins the report by
restating the criteria against which they wish their work to be judged and then gives the reader the
thoughts of others as evidence to support their own conclusion that the work has been successful.
At no stage does the candidate rely on their own opinion to evaluate their product.
Overall, the report is short, which means that some of the sections are lacking in detail. The report
also suffers from the lack of an in-depth conclusion, which detracts from the overall quality slightly.
Mark Band 3

Mark Awarded: 5 (Max. 6)

Total mark for portfolio: 37 (Max. 50)
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G048 Assessment Grid
Unit G048: Working to a brief
What candidates need to do:
Evidence needs to include:
a: [AO2]
a preparatory report into current working practice [3];
b: [AO2/3]
a project plan in response to the set brief. [8];
c: [AO1/2/3] a diary or log of work completed [16];
d: [AO1]
support materials for use with the project [5];
e: [AO4]
an evaluation of candidates’ performance in relation to planning the project [6];
f: [AO4]
an evaluation of candidates’ performance in implementing the project [6];
g: [AO4]
an evaluation of candidates’ ICT solution to the given brief [6].
How the candidate will be assessed:
Task

Assessment
Objective

Mark Band 1
The candidate produces a descriptive
report into current working practice;

a

AO2
[0 1]

b(i)

AO2

b(ii)

AO3

c(i)

c(ii)

AO1

The candidate plans their project;
[0 1]
The candidate’s plan includes little
detail;
[0 1]
The candidate produces a diary or log
that shows that they have developed or
extended their range of ICT skills and
techniques whilst planning and
producing the response to the brief; [0 1]
The candidate produces a diary or log that
shows that they have used some tools and
techniques for developing ICT systems;

AO2

[0 1]
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Mark Band 2

Mark Band 3

The candidate produces an analytical report into
current working practice;
the report highlights strengths and weaknesses of
the current working practice;
The report highlights some issues of which account
need be taken when implementing the project; [2]
The candidate uses one formal planning technique
to plan their project;
[2]
The candidate’s plan includes fair detail; most tasks
required to complete the project are listed;
[2 3]
The candidate produces a diary or log that shows
that they have developed and extended their range
of ICT skills and techniques whilst planning and
producing the response to the brief;
[2 3]
The candidate produces a diary or log that shows
that they have used a range of both formal and
informal techniques for developing and managing
ICT systems;
The candidate also shows that they have some
awareness that the quality of their work will affect
the end-users and/or others with whom they have
contact whilst working on the project;
[2]

The candidate produces an analytical report into
current working practice;
the report highlights strengths and weaknesses of
the current working practice;
The report highlights all issues of which account
need be taken when implementing the project. [3]
The candidate uses two formal planning
techniques to plan their project.
[3]
The candidate’s plan fully identifies all tasks
required in order to complete the project.
[4 5]
The candidate produces a diary or log that shows
that they have used their initiative to develop and
extend their range of ICT skills and techniques
whilst planning and producing their response to the
brief.
[4 5]
The candidate produces a diary or log that shows
that they have used an extensive range of both
formal and informal techniques for developing and
managing ICT systems;
The candidate also shows that they have a
thorough awareness that the quality of their work
will affect end users and/or others with whom they
have contact whilst working on the project.
[3]

Mark
Awarded

2/3
3/3
3/5

5/5

3/3
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Unit G048: Working to a brief (continued)
Task

c(iii)

d

e

f

g

Assessment
Objective

AO3

AO1

Mark Band 2

Mark Band 3

The candidate produces a diary or log that shows
that they have dealt with straightforward day-today issues arising from running the project;
The candidate’s diary or log identifies the
responses they have taken to issues that have
arisen;

The candidate produces a diary or log that shows
they have dealt with more complex day-to-day
issues arising from running the project;
The candidate’s diary or log shows that they have
used appropriate responses to the day-to-day
issues that have arisen;
commentary in the candidate’s diary or log
justifies their decisions;

[0 1 2]
The candidate develops support materials for use
with the project;
The candidate’s support materials show the
application of some skills acquired in this unit, and
other units, in this specification;
[0 1]
The candidate describes their actions in planning
their project and identifies areas for improvement;

[3 4 5]
The candidate develops support materials for use
with the project;
The candidate’s support materials show the
application of a range of skills acquired in this
unit, and other units, in this specification; [2 3]
The candidate analyses their actions in planning
their project and identifies some strengths and
weaknesses in their planning;
The candidate suggests some improvements to
the overall process;

[0 1 2]
The candidates describes their actions in
implementing their ICT solution for the user and
identifies areas for improvement;

[3 4]
The candidate analyses the effectiveness of their
actions in implementing their ICT solution and
identifies some strengths and weaknesses in the
actions they have completed;
The candidate suggests some improvements to
the overall process;

[0 1 2]
The candidate comments on the effectiveness of
their solution by comparing their solution to the
user needs for the project;
The candidate’s report may contain errors in
spelling, punctuation and grammar;

[3 4]
The candidate analyses the effectiveness of their
solution by comparing their solution to the user
needs for the project; their analysis will be
partially based on user or client feedback;
The candidate’s analysis will identify some
strengths and weaknesses of their solution;
The candidate’s report contains few spelling,
punctuation and grammar errors;
[3 4 ]

The candidate produces a diary or log that shows
they have dealt with more complex day-to-day
issues arising from running the project;
The candidate’s diary or log shows that they have
used appropriate responses to these more
complex issues that have arisen;
The candidate’s diary or log shows that they have
taken account of longer term implications arising
from these issues and taken action to prevent
their reoccurrence;
commentary in the candidate’s diary or log
justifies their decisions
[6 7 8]
The candidate develops support materials for use
with the project;
The candidate’s support materials show the
application of a wide range of skills acquired in
this unit, and other units, in this specification.[4 5]
The candidate analyses their actions in planning
their project and fully identifies strengths and
weaknesses in their planning;
The candidate suggests improvements to the
overall process; these improvements are clearly
linked to their analysis of their actions in planning
their project.
[5 6]
The candidate analyses the effectiveness of their
actions in implementing their ICT solution and
fully identifies strengths and weaknesses in the
actions they have completed;
The candidate suggests improvements to the
overall process; these improvements are clearly
linked to their analysis of their actions in
implementing their project.
[5 6]
The candidate analyses the effectiveness of their
solution by comparing their solution to the user
needs for the project; their analysis will be fully
based on user and client feedback;
The candidate’s analysis will fully identify
strengths and weaknesses of their solution;
The candidate’s report is consistently wellstructured and there are few, if any, spelling,
punctuation and grammar errors.
[5 6]

AO4

AO4

AO4

Mark
Awarded

Mark Band 1

[0 1 2]

Total mark awarded:
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6/8

4/5

3/6

3/6

5/6
37/50
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